
Program Notes 
Which Way Home? 
 

When I was asked to write a song cycle by the glorious soprano Alicia Berneche 
on the topic of “Women Poets Who Committed Suicide,” I was a little taken aback.  
However, when she explained that she was doing a recital on this subject, inspired by an 
article she had read about the way in which suicidal poets have used language differently 
from non-suicidal ones, I became interested.  At her suggestion, I looked at a few 
different poets and immediately fell in love with the manic, crazy and utterly brilliant 
poetry of Anne Sexton.  Sexton suffered breakdowns and attempted suicide several times 
before finally succeeding in 1974, at the age of forty-six.  She went in and out of mental 
institutions, yet was still able to maintain a family and create a sizable body of work. 

 Much of Sexton’s poetry is ‘confessional’ in that she puts the unadorned 
details of her life on display for all to see.  For example, Music Swims Back to Me is 
about her experience in a mental institution:  “…They lock me in this chair at eight a.m. 
and there are no signs to tell the way,…”  Although there is much darkness, there are 
happy moments as well, and she also became quite religious at one point in her life.  I 
have selected poems primarily based on their appeal to me as well as their potential for 
taking on music, but also have tried to give a glimpse into this woman’s life by showing a 
small cross-section of her work.  In the cycle, there are crazy and tragic moments as well 
as happy and awestruck ones. 

Three years ago, Alicia again approached me and proposed arranging a few of the 
songs for the wonderful Orion Ensemble.  I was thrilled, and after consulting with the 
Orion, ultimately ended up expanding five of the eight poems, but also adding a new 
intro and recomposing several sections, so that the result is actually a new work with it’s 
own dramatic arch. 
       -Drew Hemenger 
 
NB: In this recording, Amy Conn is singing as Alecia sadly because ill just before the 
premiere and had to go on vocal rest.  Amy learned the songs in record time and did an 
amazing job on three performances. 



Poetry of Anne Sexton 
 
 
 
Which Was is Home? 
(Music Swims Back to Me) 
 
Wait Mister. Which way is home?  
They turned the light out  
and the dark is moving in the corner.  
There are no sign posts in this room,  
four ladies, over eighty,  
in diapers every one of them.  
La la la, Oh music swims back to me  
and I can feel the tune they played  
the night they left me  
in this private institution on a hill.  
 
Imagine it. A radio playing  
and everyone here was crazy.  
I liked it and danced in a circle.  
Music pours over the sense  
and in a funny way  
music sees more than I.  
I mean it remembers better;  
remembers the first night here.  
It was the strangled cold of 
November;  
even the stars were strapped in the 
sky  
and that moon too bright  
forking through the bars to stick me  
with a singing in the head.  
I have forgotten all the rest.  
 
They lock me in this chair at eight a.-
m.  
and there are no signs to tell the 
way,  
just the radio beating to itself  
and the song that remembers  
more than I. Oh, la, la, la,  
this music swims back to me.  
The night I came I danced a circle  
and was not afraid.  
Mister? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ringing The Bells 
 
  And this is the way they ring  
the bells in Bedlam 
and this is the bell-lady 
who comes each Tuesday morning 
to give us a music lesson 
and because we mind by instinct 
like bees caught in the wrong hive, 
we are the circle of the crazy ladies 
who sit in the lounge of the mental 
house 
and smile at the smiling woman 
who passes us each a bell, 
who points at my hand  
that holds my bell, E-flat,  
and this is the gray dress next to me 
who grumbles as if it were special  
to be old, to be old,  
and this is the small hunched 
squirrel girl  
on the other side of me  
who picks at the hairs over her lip,  
who picks at the hairs over her lip all 
day,  
and this is how the bells really 
sound,  
as untroubled and clean  
as a workable kitchen,  
and this is always my bell 
responding  
to my hand that responds to the lady  
who points at me, E flat;  
and al-though we are no better for it,  
they tell you to go. And you do. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Her Kind 
 
I have gone out, a possessed witch,  
haunting the black air, braver at 
night; 
dreaming evil, I have done my hitch  
over the plain houses, light by light;  
lonely thing, twelve-fingered, out of 
mind.  
A woman like that is not a woman, 
quite.  
I have been her kind.  
 
I have found the warm caves in the 
woods,  
filled them with skillets, carvings, 
shelves,  
closets, silks, innumerable goods;  
fixed the suppers for the worms and 
the elves: 
whining rearranging the disaligned. 
A woman like that is misunderstood.  
I have  been her kind.  
 
I have ridden in your cart, driver,  
waved my nude arms at villages 
going  by,  
learning the last bright routs, 
survivor  
where your flames still bite my thigh  
and my ribs crack where your 
wheels wind.  
A woman like that is not ashamed to 
die.  
I have been her kind. 
 
 
 

Snow 
 
Snow,  
blessed snow, 
comes out of the sky  
like bleached flys.  
The ground is no longer naked.  
The ground has on its clothes.  
The trees poke out of sheets  
and each branch wears the sock of god.  
 
There is hope.  
There is hope everywhere.  
I bite it.  
Some-one once said: 
don't bite till you know  
if it's bread or stone.   
What I bite is all bread,  
rising yeasty as a cloud.  
 
There is hope.  
There is hope everywhere.  
Today God gives milk  
and I have the pail. 



  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes:  
-Grace notes are always played 
before the beat. 
-Dashed phrase makings in the vocal 
line are only for occasional 
clarification (i.e. their absence does 
not indicate the absence of a phrase!) 

Us 
 
I was wrapped in black  
fur and white fur  and  
you undid me and then  
you placed me in gold light  
and then you crowned me,  
while snow fell outside  
the door in diagonal darts.  
While a ten-inch snow  
came down like stars  
in small calcium fragments,  
we were in our own bodies  
(that room that will bur-y us)  
and you were in my body  
(that room that will out-live us)  
and at first I rubbed your  
feet dry with a towel  
because I was your slave  
and then you called me princess.   
Princess!  
 
Oh then  
I stood up in my gold skin  
and I beat down the psalms  
and I beat down the clothes  
and you undid the bridle  
and you undid the reins  
and I undid the buttons,  
the bones, the confusions,  
the New En-gland postcards,  
the January ten o'clock night,  
and we rose up like wheat,  
acre after acre of gold,  
and we harvested,   
we harvested 


